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Nonverbal Behavior,
Cross-Cultural Contact,

and the Urban Classroom Teacher
by Cornelius Lee Grove
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Sonwtimes in the mornings 1 listen to J spurt 'Au ,ontittentary
entitled "The Culture Scene" during which lo-al events in theater,
rtitok. 4i I. and so forth are announced and reviewed. That
titl,: distresses me It is just one more reason why the Man-in-the-
st wet maintain the notion that 'culture.' refers merely to the
as tifaas and mentitlw ts of human existence. The real stuff of 4.01-

14114!!)?jAk !!!ikiY1414!1$141141284:4-4vo.41SIAsk4IMIDI4-SA.m_
tlw Trays people from different regions or bakgrounds think, feel,
and Mute in human niterai.tions. Cruss..ultural iesearchers are
Jd ding 44/D1111VA), to the existing studk of knowledge about these

-ountless t.21 LitiOTIS. so that now {hose familiar with the literature
are discussing not only dissimilarities-in kinship systems and sex-
ual mores, but also deeper and more complex mallets Such ascon-
,ept nal styles and nonverbal communication:

There ate few institutions where more intense and repeated
face to fa.e interaction among culturally different mdividualsuv

than in the schools of urban America. It is the teachers,youn-
selors, and administrators who run the schools who must take re-
sponsibility for making the personal adjustments required to com-
pensate for cultural diversity in the classroom. The day of forcing
the immigrant or minority student to make all the clangs is over.
But goodwill and .unimitinent on the pail of school personnel
needs to be set in a foundation of knowledge and empathy.. Flere
is where s,hularly researdi into russ-oltural problems finds its
ultimate value.

Human Nonverbal Behavior

It was only in the early 1950s that a significant number of com-
niumLations researchers freed themselves from the long preoccu-

trt patron with the content and Conn of speech and turned their at
tention to other channels of communication. These theorists did
not necessarily stop listening, they did concentrate, however, on
watcborg. As time went on, they brought sophisticated filunng

0 methods into their elitist. Gestures received much attention from

el CORNELIUS LEE GROAT is a Project Associate fnr the -Bilingual
.1,-Z General Assistance Center. an OE fronded project of the Institute for

Urban and Minority Education. 1tic doctoral research will investigate the
nonlinguistic otoss-oultural problems cnconniered by immigrant Portuguese
students in a New England school.

the beginning, but WWI research interests-broadened to encom-
pass virtually every behavior used by humans in faccoface inter-
.14-11011- postural configurations, touching patterns, general styles
and rhythms in movement, the apportioning and use of space,
Ewa! expressions, eye movements, dress and selfdeeoration,
plosiologial states (for example, blushing), the use and segmen

._14(tott 1444.;101Y,Aen.K.Jinntan__ _
speech Y. as never simply ignored by the nonverbal researchers. In
the first place, the interrelationship between verbal and nonverbal
patterns was of primary theoretical interest for some. Second, it
was soon realized that the model developed by the linguists (mor-
photos; , syntax, grammar, etc.) was highly applicable to the
understanding and description of nonverbal behaviors. Finally,
what gap was left between verbal and nonverbal studies was
bridged by those interested in paralinguistics, that is, in human
lass! behavior (pitch, intensity, rhy thin, articulation, resonance,
and so forth, in speaking, and all nonverbal sounds such as sighing,
laughing, coughing).

Research efforts continue today. Although nonverbal research
cull cannot equal linguistic research in generating armies of de.
voted young selitilais or donations from foundations and govern-
mental armies, it continues to grow steadily, in part as the result
if its popularization by Julius Fast (Body Language. 1970) and
Whets. Unfortunately, the popular accounts have linked nonverbal
communication too closely with sex (which may of course explain
their popularity). From a scholarly point of view, what function
does nonverbal communication (behavior) serve? Communication
theorists might argue that it's just another method of sending and
receiving messages, but such simplistic notions are no longer given
much weight. From the psychological viewpoint (in which the
foc.is of attention is the individual) nonverbal behavior expresses
affective states. But from the most recent, anthropological view.
point (in which the focus of attention is on interaction within
groups), nonverbal 6omauun ication is the medium through which
relationships are maintained, regulated, and graded within cid
turallrpreseribed patterns. The anthropologist sees specific non
verbal behaviors as the means whereby humans exchange covert
inforinalion about the state of their relationships so that those
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relationships can proceed smoothly or undergo alteration so
that. in turn. the actors can remain predictable to one another.
(Note that 'proceed smoothly" does not necessarily mean "pro-
ceed sweetly." An argument can proceed smoothly, it can even
escalate to blows smoothly.) In other words, within each culture
there are certain prescribed nonverbal patterns_ of behavior for
those who are falling in love, for those who are discussing busi-
ness. for those who are briefly interacting as strangers, for those
who are arguing, and so forth. Changes hi nonverbal patterns
signal changes in the state of the relationship or otherwise qualify
its ongoing nature. Such signals, being on an out-ofawareness
level. are understood intuitive!). People who are particularly
adept at receiving and reacting to these signals are said to be
"sensitive" by their acquaintances. The key point for our pur-
poses is that these met acommunicative,* adumbrative patterns of
behavior are culturally specific, over the centuries, each society
has developed not only unique verbal forms, but also unique
nonverbal forms o f communication.

A Few Examples of Nonverbal Miscommunication

Nonverbal research has not characteristically taken place in
schools and classrooms, and it has proved quite difficult for me to
find examples which not only would give all readers a feeling for
the kinds of problems which can arise in cross-cultural contact,
but also would be immediately relevant to the daily concerns of
u than classroom teachers. The following examples seem to fulfill
both objectives.

.Let. ,us..first..examinea -nonverbaLmisunderstan - cross-

Aural interaction that lies within the realm of spoken language.
Clifford Hill of Teachers College has been carrying out an empiri-
cal study of the linguistic description of spatial relations by
bilingual students in Niamey, Niger. He has discovered t hat native
speakers of French (such as some of the students' teachers)
typically assume that any object without an tntnnsic front and
back (for example, a solid colored ball) is facing toward the
person perceiving it, while native speakers of Hausa or Djerma
who have had no Western education typically assume that such
an object is facing in the same direction as the person perceiving
it. Thus, when requested to touch the back of the ball, the
French speaker responds by touching the far side, while the
native of Niger touches the near side. Hill's research findings
give us no reason to expect that Nigerians schooled in the
French language automatically reverse their indigenous assump-
tion regarding the meaning of "fronts' and "back." (Hill, "Sex-
Based Differences in Cognitive Processing of Spatial Relations in
Bilingual Students in Niger," in Patterns of Language, Culture,
and Society Sub-Saharan Africa. Ohio State University Working
Papers in Linguistics, Vol. 19, 1975,pp. 185.198.)

Dr. Orlando Taylor of the Center for Applied Linguistics
recently completed a study of cross-cultural difficulties dividing

* Sfetacommunieative: communicative about the quality or intent of an-
°the/ channel of communication. Words, tone of voice, and eye behavior
are examples of channels of communication. A certain lone of voice used
to indicate that spoken wordsare meant sarcastically is metat ommu»kative.
A wink used to indicate that the sarcastic tone of voice is not meant loo
critically is rtsebinsefecortimunkative. The wink itself might be qualified by
simultaneous action in another channel, such as gesture or posture. Al-
though these levels of qualification are difficult to analyze, individuals from
the same cultural background intuitively understand one another even
though each employs many channels to simultaneously qualify each other.

black and white soldiers in the U.S. Army. One group of findings
concerned the resentment orblacks over some of the touching
behaviors of whites. For example, many blacks apparently are
sensitive about having their hair touched or patted, even by other
blai.ks, but whites who mean to communicate friendliness often
engage in this action. Whites who are feeling positive about a
black acquaintance may impulsively throw an arm atound the
black's shouldet (just as they would do in the case of a liked
white); the blacks, however, feel that this action is patronizing
and demeaning. Another finding was that blacks resent white
attempts to "give skin" (slap palms stylistically), here again, the
whites apparently do this in order to communicate interest in or
approval of their black comrades cultural styles, but the blacks
see the action as a parody of their own behavior and as an unwar-
anted intrusion into an in-group nonverbal pattern by outsiders.

Finally, blacks may feel angered when they reach-out to touch a
white (as in_moving in to shake hands) and the white takes a
step backwards, while permitting the contact. For the white, the
backward step may relate to his conception of the boundaries of
personal space: another white who moved in equally close would
be stepped back from equally far. But the black may interpret the
backward step as a nonverbal expression of racial intolerance, per.
haps even believing that the white is acting in the expectation
that the black will smell bad. (Personal communication from Dr.
Taylor; the study is not yet available to the general public.)

Eye-contact behaviors have wide variations cross-culturally.
One..of ,the .most. frequentlyquoted..differences--involves- -the
Hispanic and American conceptions of the proper use of the eyes
by a child or subordinate who is being reprimanded. American
children are expected to demonstrate their respect for the disci-
plinarian by looking her or him in the eye, within many Hispanic
cultures the same attitude is communicated by the child's staring
at the floor. Countless classroom misunderstandings must have
resulted from this disparity, for white teachers tend to interpret
the Hispanic child's nonverbal response as a subtle insult added to
the original infraction. With regard to the use of the eyes during
face-to-face conversation, the patterns of mainstream white
Americans fall somewhere between those of the Arabs (who tend
to maintain intense eyeballto-eyeball stares) and those of many
blacks (who generally avoid looking at the face of their interlo
cutor, especially when the other is a superior). Some theorists
have suggested that the old notion of many whites that blacks are
shiftless and timid may have arisen because the culturally man-
dated eye behavior of the blacks was being interpreted by whites
in terms of the whites' own culture-specific expectations. Blacks,
on the other hand, have been prone to interpret the faceward gaze
of conversing whites as .a deliberate attempt at dominance.
(Kenneth R. Johnson, "Black Kinesics: Some Non-verbal Com.
munieation Patterns in the Black Culture," in Florida F L Re-
porter, Vol. 9,1971, pp. 17-20,57.)

Smiling has provoked much controversy between researchers
who believe it to be a universal gesture and those who see it as
culturally specific. Leaving aside esoteric theoretical questions,
we can say at least that the context appropriate for smilingvaries
cross-culturally. For the Japanese, smiling is a law of etiquette;
consequently, smiles tend to be maintained in contexts and
for durations felt by American whites to be highly suspect or
downright inappropriate. 1 myself have felt compelled to check
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my qy and examine 'Act featutes dm) appearance diet giving
dire,tions to a Japanese tourist in New York. (Weston Li Barre,
"The Cultural Basis of Emotions and Gestures," Journal of
Personality. 1947.)

We have noted tallier ..1 truss - cultural difference in the use of
spa,c with regard to blacks and sshites.The classic example of
dissimilarities in this realm insolves the conception of what is
normal conversational distance b) North and South Americans.
Our Latin neighbors generally stand much (Jose; to one another
than we do %hen talking. Consequently . it is possible to obserse a
kind of "spatial dance" in encounters between Yankees and
Latins the Yankee keeps moving backward while the Latin
keeps closing in. Then mosemenis about the room ma) appear
amusing to the obserscr, but the feelings of the actors themselves
about each other may be growing increasingly negative. The
Yankee may leave the encounter assuming that the Latin is pushy
or even sexually motivated. while the Latin may exit distressed
about the cold and distant manner of his Northern friend. But
dissimilarities in the use of space are not confined to interaction
dining stand-up conversations, the way in which furniture is ar-
ranged and used in a room may also he at the base of cross-cultural
problems. For example, it was found in Israel that the childrenof
Oriental Jews from the Middle East and Northern Africa were
often failing in school. while the children of Westeth Jews were
usually having few 3.adernic problems. Researcher Melvin Alexen
berg discovered, among other things, that the physical arrange-
ment of Israeli classrooms was conducive to "frontal lessons"' of
'the'ldifirsocoliniton-iii Anterican shools.'Oliefilalleivs, not only
in schools but also in places of worship and-in the home, are un-
accustomed to this pattern, pre (erring instead seat ing- in-the- round.

In seeking to lessen the problems of the Oriental childien while
not prejudicing the chances of the Westerners, he experimented
successfully with, among other things, an open classroom ap
proach. (Melvin Alexenberg, "Toward an Integral Structure
Through Science and Art,' in Main Currents in Modern Thought,
Vol. 30, No.4. 19/4, pp. 146-152.) ,

Finally, as an example of subtle differences in the use of ges-
tures cross-culturally, let us note that among certain Spanish-
speaking peoples, one must use the hand in quite specific ways
when indicating the height of living beings. Holding the hand ver-
tically (thumb up) at the appropriate distance above the ground
is appropriate for humans, while holding the hand horizontally
(as most Americans would normally do) is appropriate only for
animals. To hold the hand horizontally while dlustrating the
height of a human being would be to make an uncomplimentary
nonverbal statement about that person! (Man-Loci JaramiUo,
"Cultural Differences Revealed Through Language," in NCRIEEO
T:psbeet No. 8, Teachers College, Columbia University, May
1972.)

At the Heart of Nonverbal Miscommunication

Cross-cultural interferences in communication of the kinds des-
cribed above are largely the result of mistaken assignment of
nteaning. Virtually everything that people do has meaning; we do
not need to analyze consciously each of the nonverbal acts of
those around us to determine its specific meaning. however, be.
CAM human actions are not isolated and idiosyncratic but rather
patterned and repeated within appropriate social contexts. The
patterned nature of human behavior makes the meanings of vast

numbers of nonverbal cummunications so well known to us, so
predictable, that they no longer require our conscious attention.
This is why both the patterns of performance and the patterns of
associated meaning have been described by several researchers as
existing in "out-of.avraieness." The out-of.awareness nature of
must nonverbal communicative behaviors hes at the heart of
countless cross-cultural misunderstandings. Must people do nut
know the meanings of patterns different from theirs, do not no-
tice when different patients ate being performed, and do nut even
know that people from different areas of the world communicate
nunveibally in different ways. An additional pioblein occurs. of
course, when a pattern of nonverbal behavior has an identical or
highly similar physical Conn but different associated meanings for
individuals from different cultures. Thus, when members of two
social groups-previously separated by an ocean, a mountain, in a
railroad track meet facetoface, each person implicitly expects
those of the other group to conform to those behavioral patterns
and uniformities with which he or she has been familiar. Those
actions and behaviors which bear little or no resemblance to fa.
miliar ones will either be noticed and queried or perhaps more
likely missed altogether. Those actions and behaviors which
bear a reasonable resemblance to those of his or her own group
will be assigned meaning as though they were being performed
by members of his or her own group. This is an understandable
mistake. One cannot be expected to know all the subtleties of all
the world's cultures. It is no surpnsc that mistaken meanings are
assigned, nor that the resulting confusion, antagonism, and anger
May run its course without anyone's being able to pinpoint the
true cause. Not that the actors fail to discover a cause we arc
obsessed with cause and effect in the West, and we will decide
upon a cause. Unfortunately, we charactenstically conclude that
some Conn of individuallymotivated bad faith generated the
problem.

Note, by Me way, that some of the most perplexing cross-
cultural misunderstandings may occur when two people's patterns
exhibit highly Men similarity and in fact have a significant num-
ber of identical forms and associated meanings. The inevitable di I-
fe Fences (however few)in these cases usually occur on more subtle
levels and are longer in surfacing, giving an opportunity for wann
interpersonal relationships to be formed before the first under-
currents of misunderstanding are set in motion.

What Can Be Done for the Classroom Teacher?

In considering what can be done for the urban classroom teacher,
we must first of all remember that nonverbal research is still in its
childhood, and that its growth is slow due to the vastly greater
attention received by its older sibling, linguistic research. When

The material in this publication was prepared pursuant to a con-
tract with the National Institute of Education, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. Contractors undenaking such pro
pas under Government sponsorship are encouraged to express
freely their judgment in professional matters. Prior to publication,
the manuscript was submitted to the Center for Policy Re-
search, Inc., New York, New York, for critical review and de-
termination of professional 'competence. This publication.hamet
such standards. Points of view of opinions, however, do not news-
sardy represent the °Metal view or opinions of either the Center for
Policy Research, Inc. 01 the Nation' Institute of Education.
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we took at the state of affairs in .joss ohurainusherbal research,
we find a 1.erltable infant, when we look at the state of our know-
ledge about the edit..nton.t: of ,;r0SV4.11hUrai nom
verbal problems. we find ourselves barely out of the deliver}
worn' FUldtennole, what we need to know is Vastbecausc of the
loci of detail requited. Chddren from distinct cultures must be
sullied in specific contexts_ One ,..annor, rot example, study the
honyetb.d patterns of Spanish-speakers, one must study the non-
yerb.d patterns of Puerto Ricans, of-Cubans, of Colombians, and
so forth. Furthermore, the conclusions of a study of Cuban-white
interaction in a Florida classroom will not be perfectly applicable
to Cuban-white interaction in a New York classroom. On fhc basis
,.f the tesearch that has been done to date, we can do little more
than intelligently discuss rile nature of the problem.

Let us suppose for the sake of discussion that we did know
many details about sources of nonverbal interference with com-
munication in a vast range of bicultural situations. Suppose fur-
thermore that we had the finances and the trained staff necessary
to carry out the work of retraining all teachers who operate within
culturally plural classrooms. How should we proceed? My question
is less concerned with questions of methodology (lectures? work-
shops? encounter groups?) than with questions about what we are
going to expect of rhose Framed teachers when they return to their
bicultural classrooms. No doubt we would be Justified in expect-
ing a non-Hispanic teacher, for example, to hold her hand vertic-
ally, with thumb up, when indicating the height of a human being
while in conversation with a Hispanic child or par_e_nr. But I would

expecting a non:
Arab teacher in conversation with an Arab student or parent to
hold her face so dose to that abet interlucutor that each contin-
ually smells the other's breath. I believe that there is a danger that
intellect-based attempts to conform to a strange cultural pattern
will tend to appear calculated and affected to the person on the
receiving end of the behavior. No one learns his deep cultural pat-
terns in a classroom nor in a semester's tune. Out-of-awareness
behavioral patterns are virtually unpissible to change as an act uf
will because they are so interrelate,1 and sensitive to subtle fea-
tures in the social context that one can learn them only through
long residence within a given culture preferably as an infant
and child. Consequently. it is unrealistic to expect teachers to
alter significantly their basic cultural assumptions and patterns of
behavior.

I believe that the answer lies in equipping classroom teachers
with knowledge, and with empathy, Knowledge should enable the
teacher to predict what to expect from her culturally different
students, to interpret correctly the meanings of nonverbal beha-
viors, and to avoid overt nonverbal actions that would be misin-
terpreted by her students. Thus, the teacher of Hispanics will not
be angered by the floorward stare of the student she is disciplin-
ing. The teacher of blacks will think twice about "giving skin" in
greeting his students. The teacher of Arabs will be sensitive to
classroom seating arrangements. In other words knowledge should
enable the teacher to avoid making mistaken judgments as well
as to avoid performing overt behaviors that could themselves com-
municate mistaken impressions,

I have also called for equipping teachers with empathy. I believe
this is necessary because it will be a very long time before research-
ers can tell us everything we need to know, and because it is un-

reasonable to expect teachers to prepare themselves for every
eventuality. Consequently, it is important that teachers attempt
tv make up fur the inewtable baps uf knowledge by developing an
open, sensitive, flexible, and accepting state of mind a state uf
riii:.d that .a.trvely impedes the formauon of ethnocentric value
judgments. Empathy is grounded in knowledge. But it goes be-
yond the limits of what is known, and it cannot be generated by
knowledge alone. What we need to know is how to assist human
beings to achieve empathy with culturally-different others. Per-
haps this should be our top research priority.

A Research Post Script

The earliest intensive inquiry into nonverbal behavior was carried
out by none othei than Charles Darwin, who in The Expression
of the Emotions hi Man and Animals (1872, republished 1965)
discussed and illustrated the bodily actions and appearances that
accompany a wide range of affective states, Little systematic work
was done between then and 1941, when David Efron completed a
Ph.D. thesis at Columbia University in which he studied the
changes over time in the gestural patterns of Eastern Jewish and
Southern Italian immigrants to the United States; this work has
since been published as Gesture and Environment. Another con-
tribution prior to the 1950s was an article by Weston LaBarre
entitled "The Cultural Basis of Emotions and Gestures" (journal
of Personality, 1947).

After the early Fifties, it becomes increasingly more difficult
to single out the leading researchers. There is little doubt; how-

-evegtharthembveinentuwardiucliTo-therii-offai
continuing efforts of Ray I... Birdwhistell. In 1952 Birdwhistell
published Introduction to Kinesks, the first of numerous books
and articles. Some of his best contributions are collected in a
currently available paperback, Kinesics and Context (1970). An
early publication dealing with both basic principles and practical
applications is that of Jurgen Ruesch and Weldon Kees, Non-
verbal Communication (1956); it still Merits attention. Major con-
tributions, especially to the study of proxemics (the use of space
and distance), have been made by the anthropologist Edward T.
Hall; see in particular The Hidden Dimension (1966). Hall joined
with William Foote White in 1960 to write a short article which is
an excellent introduction to the range of cross-cultural differences

Continued next page
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in nonverbal communication: "Intercultural Communications: A
Guide to Men of Action- (Human Organization, Spring 1960).
Detailed studies of nonverbal behavior of the face have been car-
ried out by Paul Ekinan and his associates; see, for example,
Emotion in the Human Face (1971). which discusses facial expres-
sion in cross-cultural perspective. Others such is Ralph Ex line and
Eckhard Hess have focused research solely on the eyes. In the
field of paralinguistics, a cross-cultural approach characterizes the
outstanding book by Mary Ritchie Key, Paralanguage and Kinesics

(1975).and Alan Lomax and the staff of the Cantometrics Project
at Columbia University have made important contributions to
cross - cultural studies in Folk Song Style and Cuhe,re (1968). The
anthropological view of human communication is well presented
in recent works by Albert E ScheRen Body Language and Social
Order (1972) and flow Behavior Means (1974). The works of
Frying Geffnian continue to be of value to Al who are interested
in human nonverbal behavior. see, for example. The Presentation
of the Self hi Everyday Life ( l956) and Behavior its Public Places
(1963). Finally. let us note that some the must recent and eso-
teric work in cross-cultural differences in nonverbal behavior -
human interaction problems due to differences in biotogical
rhythms - has been explicitly related to misunderstandings In the
classroom by Paul and Happie Byers; see "Dimensions of Non-
verbal Communication" in Charlotte B. Winsor, ed., Dimensions
of Language Experience, 197$.

This necessarily brief review of the literature has unfairly ig-
nored dozens of dedicated researchers. The reader is referred to

--the-extensive-bibliographies-included-in-Mark-t. -Knapp's-Non=
verbal Communication in Human Interaction (1972), which also
is a good introductory text. Teachers who would like to discuss
nonverbal communication with classes at the secondary or junior
college level are referred to the very useful text by Louis Forsdale.
Vonverbal Communication (part of the "Making Contact': series
published by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich in 1974).
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Office of Education Research Reports, 1956 through 1965, Re-
search in Education, 1966 through 1971. It includes documents
ED 001001 through ED 054390. The Corporate Author Index
includes complete titles and accession numbers. It is a useful
companion, volume to ERIC Educational Documents Abstracts
and the ERIC Educational Documents Index (subjects and
personal authors). $ 1 5
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ALSO OF INTEREST...
CAREER EDUCATION LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCES
An ERIC Bibliography S9.95 An ERIC Bibliography 59.95

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION READING
An ERIC Bibliography S9.95 An ERIC Bibliography 1970 1972 59.95

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE SOCIAL STUDIES AND SOCIAL
An ERIC Bibliography Cloth 58.95 SCIENCE EDUCATION

Paperbound 55.95 An ERIC Bibliography S9.95

ERIC INFORMATION ANALYSIS
PRODUCTS 1967 -1972

Order from:

S9.95

Macmillan hi formation
A Division of Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.
216R Brown Street
Riverside, New Jersey 08075

ERIC Clearinghouses
Career Education
Northern Illinois University
204 Gabel Hall
DeKalb, Illinois 60115

Counseling and Personnel Services_
University of Michigan
Counseling and Personnel Services Information Center
School of Education Building, Room 2108
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Early Childhood Education
University of Illinois
College of Education
805 West Pennsylvania Avenue

Urbana, Illinois 61801

Educational Management
University of Oregon
Eugene. Oregon 97403

Handicapped and Gifted Children
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Associate Drive
Reston. Virginia 22091

Higher Education
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, D.C. 20036

Information Resources
Stanford University
School of Education
Center for Research and Development in Teaching
Stanford, California 94305

Junior Colleges
University of California
Powell Library Building, Room 96
Los Angeles, California 90024 7

languages and Linguistics
Center for Applied Linguistics
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Reading and Communication Skills
National Council of Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Rural Education and Small Schools
New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education
Ohio State University
1800 Cannon Drive
400 Lincoln Tower
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Social Studies/Social Science Education
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Teacher Education
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 616
Washington, D.C. 20036

Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Urban Education
Box 40
Teachers College, Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
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